
Fast and Stable Sternum Closure
System

POLYMER  STERNOTOMY
CLOSURE SYSTEM



Specifications

UHMWPE suture band.

TI6A4V ELI titanium locking domino.

Low profile structure increases the patient comfort during the post-op period.

UHMWPE molecular structure protects periost.

On the contrary to the metal cable; Ortholox Polymer Sternotomy Closure System prevents 
tissue damage and resolves the risk of surgical glove puncture.

Minimizes metal coMinimizes metal corosion on bone structure.

Single point stress is minimized by broad design structure and minimizes fracture 
complications during preparation.

Offers multiple positioning and usage options and withdraw feasibility.

Minimal-invasive set design provides easy applications and time advantages.

Stainless steel needle for peristernal application

MRI compatibility

Multi close optionsMulti close options
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Application

Using a needle holder, it is passed 
through the intercostal space with 
Ortholox Polymer Sternotomy 

Closure System.

Pass through the needle at the 
appropriate length.

Cut the needle from its connection
point with the band by the help 

of scalpel.

The band should then be threaded
through the titanium lock, without
twisting, and be slightly tightened

manually. 
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step 6

Application

The band should be fully pulled. 
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The Cable Tensioner should be held with 
the ratchet wheel positioned on the right 
hand side of the operating surgeon. 

The band is then passed through the window 
at the tip of the tensioner’s shaft in the 

direction towards the handle.
(Cable (Cable Tensioner, Ref. No: 2019S)

The loose end of the band is then 
placed into the slot on the barrel,
marked “1”, in the direction of the 

arrow.

Pull just a short length of band through
the number “1” slot and then rotate 
the wheel clockwise until the second 
slot “2” on the barell comes view.



Application
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Thread the end through slot “2” and
pull until taught. Check that the end
of the tensioner is correctly 
positioned on the titanium lock.

Now advance the whell clockwise,
rolling up the remaining band until
a certain tension is reached.

Take the Torque Driver (Cable Tensioner
Torque Driver Ref. No:2018T) and Insert
the tip into the square hole in the centre
of the wheel handle of the Cable Tensioner.
Turn the torque driver clockwise until a 
“click” is heard, indicating that the band
has has reached its optimal tension.

With the band at the optimal tension
and the Cable Tensioner still in situ,
tighten the screw on the titanium
lock with the Screwdriver.
(Screwdriver Ref.No: 4000S) 
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step 13

Result

After checking that the tension and positioning 
of the band(s) is optimal, the excess lengths are 
easily cut with a scalpel; hold up the loose tail 
and cut in a direction away from the locked band
to avoid cutting it and compromising the integritiy 

of cerclage fixation.

Application
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